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Abstract. Semanticists and philosophers of fiction that formulate anal-
yses of reports on the content of media – or ‘contensive statements’ –
of the form ‘In/According to s, �’, usually treat the ‘In s’-operator (In)
and the ‘According to s’- operator (Acc) on a par. I argue that In and
Acc require separate semantic analyses based on three novel linguis-
tic observations: (1) preferences for In or Acc in contensive statements
about fictional or non-fictional media, (2) preferences for In or Acc in
contensive statements about implicit or explicit content and (3) tense
preferences in contensive statements with In and Acc. To account for
these three observations I propose to adopt the Lewisian possible world
analysis for contensive statements with In and to analyse contensive
statements with Acc as indirect speech reports.

Keywords: ‘According to’ · contensive statements · fiction operator ·
‘In’ · parafictional statements · speech reports

1 Introduction

Semanticists of fiction distinguish between, in Recanati’s [20] terminology, ‘fic-
tional’ statements, i.e. statements that are part of a fictional narrative such as
(1) below taken from The Hobbit, and ‘parafictional’ statements, i.e. statements
about the content of some fictional narrative. Parafictional statements can fea-
ture either an ‘In s’ operator (In) as in (2a) or an ‘According to s’ operator
(Acc) as in (2b):1

(1) In a hole in the ground there lived a hobbit.

(2) a. In The Hobbit, Bilbo travels to the Lonely Mountain.
b. According to The Hobbit, Bilbo travels to the Lonely Mountain.

On the face of it, the In and Acc operators also exist in other languages such
as Dutch (e.g. (3) and (4)) and Spanish (e.g. (5) and (6)):

(3) In
In

De Hobbit

The Hobbit

reist
travels

Bilbo
Bilbo

naar
to

de
the

Eenzame
Lonely

Berg.
Mountain.

? This research is supported by NWO, Vidi Grant 276-80-004. Many thanks to Natasha
Korotkova and Emar Maier for valuable comments and discussions.

1 Most theorists take parafictional statements to also have implicit variants where the
fiction operator is covert (e.g. “Bilbo travels to the Lonely Mountain”).
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(4) Volgens
According-to

De Hobbit

The Hobbit

reist
travels

Bilbo
Bilbo

naar
to

de
the

Eenzame
Lonely

Berg.
Mountain.

(5) En
In

El Hobbit,
The Hobbit,

Bilbo
Bilbo

viaja
travels

a
to

la
the

Montaña
Lonely

Solitaria.
Mountain.

(6) Según
According-to

El Hobbit,
The Hobbit,

Bilbo
Bilbo

viaja
travels

a
to

la
the

Montaña
Lonely

Solitaria.
Mountain.

Whereas fictional statements determine what is true in the fiction (i.e. The
fact that (1) is part of The Hobbit makes it true in The Hobbit that a hobbit
lived in a hole in the ground), parafictional statements report on what is true in
the fiction (i.e. (2a) and (2b) and their translations are true statements because
it is true in The Hobbit that Bilbo travels to the Lonely Mountain). One of
the central objectives of semantics of fiction is to provide a semantic analysis
of fictional and parafictional statements that takes into account this di↵erence
in function. In providing these analyses many philosophers (e.g. Zucchi [26];
Recanati [20]; Zalta [23]) and semanticists (e.g. von Fintel & Heim [9]) treat In
and Acc on a par, i.e. (2a) and (2b) receive the same truth conditions.

One of the main objectives of this paper is to establish that there is in
fact a relevant semantic di↵erence between In and Acc. These di↵erences have
probably remained largely unrecognized or glossed over because semanticists of
fiction traditionally focus on providing analyses for reports on the content of
fictional media (i.e. parafictional statements) only. Instead, I adopt a broader
perspective and consider reports on the content of media whether fictional or
non-fictional – or ‘contensive statements’. First, I propose that In receives the
widely adopted Lewisian [16] possible world analysis (section 2.1). Roughly: ‘In
s, �’ is true i↵ in worlds compatible with s, �. In line with Krawczyk’s [15]
analysis of ‘According to s’, contensive statements with Acc are analysed as
indirect speech reports (section 2.2). Roughly: ‘Acc s, �’ is true i↵ s asserts
that �. Second, I will explore three novel observations concerning the divergent
linguistic behaviour of In and Acc that a uniform treatment of the operators
cannot but that the proposed semantic analyses can explain. These observations
add to existing observations in recent linguistic literature that show that there is
a crucial di↵erence between Acc and other intensional operators (Krawczyk [15],
Kaufmann & Kaufmann [13]). The novel observations relate to the fictionality
of the medium that is reported on (section 3.1), reporting explicit and implicit
content (section 3.2) and tense use in contensive statements (section 3.3).

2 Semantic analyses

2.1 True in the worlds of the story

First, a simplified representation of Lewis’ [16] possible worlds analysis of In:

JIn s, �K = 1 i↵ in all possible worlds compatible with s, �
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I adopt Lewis’ final analysis (analysis 2) of fictional truth according to which
the possible worlds that are compatible with a story s are the worlds where s

is told as known fact that are most similar to – or in Lewis’ terms ‘closest to’
– our conception of the actual world. Here ‘our conception of the actual world’
consists in the overt beliefs in the community of origin of the relevant fiction, i.e.
beliefs that are generally and openly shared. For instance, it is true in The Lord

of the Rings that Frodo lives in the Shire because in worlds where The Lord of

the Rings is told as known fact this is true. In addition, it is true in The Lord

of the Rings that water is H2O because we believe this to be actually true and
nothing in The Lord of the Rings contradicts it. Hence worlds where The Lord of

the Rings is told as known fact that are closest to our conception of the actual
world are worlds in which water is H2O.

2.2 What the story asserts

Contensive statements that feature the operator Acc are analysed as a type of
indirect speech report, i.e. reports on what a medium asserts2:

JAccording to s, �K = 1 i↵ s asserts that �

This analysis of contensive statements with Acc is in line with Krawczyk’s [15]
and Kaufmann & Kaufmann’s [13] analysis of the general (i.e. also outside of
contensive statements) use of the phrase ‘According to s’. These semanticists
treat Acc not as a simple intensional operator (cf. von Fintel and Heim [9]) but
rather treat statements with this phrase as indirect speech reports. Indeed, such
an analysis fits the use that Acc, unlike In, has outside of contensive statements;
Acc can be used to report not only on the content of a medium but also on what
some person asserted:

(7) a. According to Joe, seagulls are the worst.
b. # In Joe, seagulls are the worst.

As Anand and Korotkova [4] note, such reports behave like regular indirect
speech reports. For instance, whereas belief reports can be followed by a denial
of the embedded content having been said, speech reports cannot:

(8) a. Joe thinks that seagulls are the worst. He never said that, though.
b. # Joe asserted that seagulls are the worst. He never said that,
though.

Likewise, (7a) cannot be followed by a denial of the embedded content having
been said:
2 It is possible to formulate the analysis with speech verbs that are similar in meaning
such as “say”. I use “assert” because I want to restrict the analysis to reports on
speech acts that are clearly commitment inducing (see Anand & Hacquard [3]).
Possibly, “say” is too generic (e.g. fictional statements or presuppositions may be
said but are not asserted). I leave an investigation into the exact di↵erences between
“say” and “assert” to future research.
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(9) # According to Joe, seagulls are the worst. He never said that, though.

Anand and Korotkova [4] argue that this analysis of Acc can not only apply
to speakers but also to inanimate objects as long as they are repositories of
propositional information (or ‘ROI subjects’, see Anand et al [2]) such as books,
theories, films or lecture notes. Hence Acc can feature in contensive statements
which as a result are interpreted as reports on what some medium (e.g. The Lord

of the Rings or a news report) asserts – rather than reports on what the author
of the medium asserts.3

Before moving on it is instructive to highlight two features of the speech act
of assertion. First, since assertions are non-fictional statements, when a asserts
� this means that a states that � is true in the actual world, i.e. a communicates
that the actual world is in the set of � worlds. Likewise, when some medium is
reported on as making an assertion, this means that it is approached as stating
something about the actual world. In other words, it is reported on as if it is non-
fiction (cf. Murday [18] who argues that use of Acc in parafictional statements
relates the content of the fictional narrative to the actual world).

Second, indirect speech reports are, unlike simple intensional operators,
generally not closed under logical entailment. For instance, suppose Anne as-
serts/says/claims/yells/mutters/whispers that Chrissy is cool and suppose that
Chrissy being cool implies that there is at least one cool person in town. Does
it follow that Anne asserts/says/claims/yells/mutters/whispers that there is at
least one cool person in town? As Maier [17] notes, for many ‘descriptive com-
munication verbs’ (e.g. yells/mutters/whispers) the entailment is o↵ but for less
descriptive verbs (e.g. say/assert/claim) the entailment will sometimes seem ac-
ceptable. For the latter type of verbs we can follow von Stechow & Zimmerman’s
[22] suggestion to analyse indirect speech reports with “say” as ambiguous be-
tween a strict reading – where they are not closed under entailment – and a
non-strict reading – where they are closed under entailment. In the above se-
mantic analysis of Acc “asserts” is to be read on a non-strict reading, i.e. s
asserts that � i↵ s explicitly states � or � is entailed by what s explicitly states.

3 Linguistic observations concerning In and Acc

Now that I have presented my semantic analyses of In and Acc, I turn to three
linguistic observations concerning the diverging linguistic behaviour of In and
Acc (and some qualifications to them). Current analyses of contensive state-
ments do not distinguish In from Acc and therefore do not explain these obser-
vations. I will argue that the analyses proposed above can account for them.

3.1 Fiction/non-fiction

A central observation concerning In and Acc is that whereas contensive state-
ments about fiction can be formulated with both In and Acc, contensive state-

3 This semantic definition is akin to Zalta’s [24] analysis of parafictional statements
in general (with In or Acc) as reporting on what a fictional narrative asserts.
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ments about non-fiction with In rather than Acc are typically unacceptable.
Consider the following minimal pairs of statements:

(10) a. In the Star Wars saga, Darth Vader is a Sith Lord.
b. ? According to the Star Wars saga, Darth Vader is a Sith Lord.

(11) a. # In Ludwig Wittgenstein: The Duty of Genius, Wittgenstein was
Austrian.
b. According to Ludwig Wittgenstein: The Duty of Genius, Wittgen-
stein was Austrian.

Whereas use of Acc seems appropriate to report on the content of fictional
and non-fictional media, use of In seems restricted to reports on the content of
fictional media. Even stronger, even though Acc can be (and is) used to report
on the content of fictional media, often In will be more appropriate, e.g. (10a)
and (10b) are both acceptable but (10a) is a more natural way of talking about
the content of the Star Wars films. Thus the general picture that is sketched is
that the canonical use of operators links In to fiction and Acc to non-fiction.

The observation made above can be qualified in several ways. For instance,
use of In is not in fact unequivocally wrong for contensive statements about non-
fictional media.4 Zucchi provides the following example of a contensive statement
featuring In about Woodward’s biography Shadow :

(12) a. In Shadow, Clinton only cares about sex and golf. [25, p.350]
b. According Shadow, Clinton only cares about sex and golf.

Not only use of Acc but also use of In is acceptable in this non-fiction contensive
statement. However, I argue that such use of In is restricted to reports on
subjective viewpoints or portrayals that are expressed by some medium rather
than objective facts. Use of In here seems to signal distancing from the reported
content. Likewise, a contensive statement with In that reports on an objective
fact expressed by Shadow sounds as odd as (11a):

(13) a. # In Shadow, Clinton is the 42nd president of the U.S.
b. According to Shadow, Clinton is the 42nd president of the U.S.

The provided analyses account for these observations. First, when we report
on the content of some non-fictional source s (e.g. a biography, news report or
encyclopedia entry), we will report on the medium as telling us (or asserting)
something about the actual world – not as some story that is compatible with
some set of worlds that may or may not include the actual world. Hence we
have a strong preference for Acc in contensive statements about non-fiction. By
contrast, when talking about the content of a fictional medium s it is appropriate
to consider what is true in the set of s worlds without reporting on s as asserting
anything about the actual world. Hence In is appropriate whereas use of Acc
(i.e. reporting on the content of a fiction story as if it relates to the actual world)

4 Moreover, sometimes In may even seem less appropriate than Acc for reports on
the content of fictional media, e.g. when the embedded content of the contensive
statement is to be taken as also actually true (see section 4).
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is less natural. Thus there is a general preference to use In for reports on fiction
and to use Acc for reports on non-fiction.

As I have shown, however, although there may be a preference for In, Acc
is in fact generally acceptable for contensive statements about fiction (e.g. (2b),
(10b)). The semantic analysis of Acc suggests that this is because it is often
considered appropriate to talk about the content of a fictional medium by re-
porting on it as if it is non-fiction, i.e. as something that asserts something about
the actual world. Hence the analysis provided is in line with Friend’s [11] claim
that all fictional narratives are essentially to be interpreted as being about the
actual world, even when the described events take place in an outlandish magical
realm where for instance Earth does not even exist.

The analyses also account for the fact that sometimes In may be appropri-
ate for contensive statements about non-fiction as in (12a). According to our
semantic analysis of In, (12a) roughly means that in the worlds compatible with
Shadow, Clinton only cares about sex and golf. In other words, the medium is
not presented as telling us something about the actual world. Rather, because
we are reporting on subjective content it is acceptable to report on what the
worlds compatible with the medium are like (i.e. report on Shadow as if it is
fiction). The perceived distancing from the reported content by the speaker of
the contensive statement seems to be the result of pragmatic implication (i.e.
given that the relevant medium is non-fictional, why doesn’t the speaker report
on its content as asserting something about the actual world?)

3.2 Explicit/implicit content

The second observation about the di↵erence between In and Acc relates to
whether the reported content is explicit or implicit in the medium. Semanticists
of fiction often assume some version of Lewis’ [16] Reality Principle (see Franzén
[10] for an in depth discussion): We assume the fictional worlds to be as much
like the actual world as the story permits. In other words, we can distinguish
two types of fictional truths: ‘Explicit fictional truth’, i.e. propositions that are
explicitly stated in a story (or follow directly from what was explicitly stated)
and ‘implicit fictional truth’, i.e. propositions that are assumed to be fictionally
true because we consider them to be actually true and the story has not forced
us to revoke them. For instance, it is explicit fictionally true in The Lord of the

Rings that Frodo inherits Bag End because this follows directly from some of
the statements in the novels. On the other hand, it is implicit fictionally true in
The Lord of the Rings that water is H2O because we believe this to be actually
true and nothing in the novels contradicts this information.

Semanticists of fiction generally allow for both implicit and explicit fictional
truths to feature in parafictional statements. This type of approach ignores im-
portant di↵erences in linguistic behaviour between In and Acc. Whereas In is
appropriately used to report on both implicit and explicit fictional truth, Acc
can only appropriately be used to report on explicit fictional truth. Consider the
following statements:
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(14) a. In The Lord of the Rings, Frodo inherits Bag End.
b. According to The Lord of the Rings, Frodo inherited Bag End.

(15) a. In The Lord of the Rings, water is H2O.
b. # According to The Lord of the Rings, water is H2O.

Use of Acc is thus restricted to parafictional statements that report content
that is explicitly stated in the medium or follows directly from what was stated.

This observation generalizes to contensive statements about non-fiction. Con-
sider the following contensive statements about a news report that reports on a
drought (but does not state anything about the molecular structure of water):

(16) According to this news report, there was a terrible drought.

(17) # According to this news report, water is H2O.

Although the fact that water is H2O may be assumed to be true (by speaker and
addressee alike) when engaging with this news report, such ‘implicit truths’ can-
not feature in contensive statements with Acc. Again, Acc is only appropriate
to report on what was explicitly stated in the medium or what follows directly
from this.

The proposed analyses can account for the above observations concerning
implicit and expicit content. First, the Lewisian analysis of In was formulated
so as to include implicit fictional truths. The worlds compatible with s are the
worlds where s is told as known fact that are as similar as possible to our
conception of the actual world. In other words, everything that we believe to be
actually true will be true in the worlds compatible with f unless f contradicts it.
So even though the fact that water is H2O is never stated explicitly (nor follows
from anything that was stated) in The Lord of the Rings, still it is true in the
worlds compatible with The Lord of the Rings because the worlds where The

Lord of the Rings is told as known fact that are closest to our conception of the
actual world are worlds in which water is H2O. Thus In can appropriately be
used to report on such implicit content.

Second, the analysis of contensive statements with Acc as indirect speech
reports excludes reports on implicit content. Under the non-strict reading that
we adopt of “asserts” in the semantic definition of Acc, s asserts only those
things that are explicitly stated by s or follow from what is explicitly stated.
Information that is merely assumed by s but that is neither said nor entailed
by what was said cannot feature in indirect speech reports (e.g. From the fact
that Anne asserts that Chrissy is cool we cannot derive that Anne asserts that
Chrissy plays basketball even though it may be common ground that she does).
Likewise, it is not appropriate to report on ‘content’ that was not stated explicitly
(or follows from what was stated) in some medium (e.g. The Lord of the Rings

or a news report on a drought) with Acc even though this information may
arguably be part of what is assumed to be true by the medium. 5

5 This semantic di↵erence between In and Acc suggests that the proper parafictional
testcase sentences to check our intuitions against about fictional truth should be
formulated with In rather than Acc.
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3.3 Tense use

The third and last observation concerning In and Acc that I will discuss relates
to tense use preferences in contensive statements. As has been observed by Zucchi
[25], parafictional statements with In display a preference for present tense use
while past tense, although often acceptable, sounds awkward and future tense
simply sounds wrong.6 Parafictional statements with In trigger this preference
for present tense independently from whether the embedded content includes an
eventive or stative verb and independently from when the events described in
the fictional narrative supposedly take place. Consider for example the following
contensive statements about the Harry Potter novels, the Star Wars saga and
the Star Trek series for which the time of the relevant fictional events and states
described respectively overlap, precede and succeed the fictional counterpart of
the utterance time of the contensive statement:

(18) In the Harry Potter novels, there are/? were/# will be wizards in
England. (stative/overlap)

(19) In the Star Wars saga, Luke destroys/? destroyed/# will destroy
the Death Star. (eventive/precede)

(20) In the Star Trek series, Earth conolizes/? colonized/# will colonize
Mars in the year 2103.(eventive/succeed)

This preference for present tense does not generalize to parafictional state-
ments with Acc. Rather, preferences for tense use within these statements seems
to depend on the time of the events described in the narrative relative to the ut-
terance time of the contensive statement, i.e. whether, at the time of utterance,
the fictional events took, take or will take place:

(21) According to the Harry Potter novels, there are/# were/# will be
wizards in England. (stative/overlap)

(22) According to the Star Wars saga, Luke # destroys/destroyed/# will
destroy the Death Star. (eventive/precede)

(23) According to the Star Trek series, Earth # colonizes/# colo-
nized/will colonize Mars in the year 2103. (eventive/succeed)

In fact, this is true for contensive statements withAcc in general, i.e. tense use in
contensive statements with Acc about non-fictional media also seems to depend
on the time of the events described in the medium relative to the utterance
time of the contensive statement. Consider tense use in the following statements
about the content of news reports that report on respectively protests going on
at this moment, a robbery last night and tomorrow’s weather:

6 The prohibition against past and future tense in parafictional statements is not
absolute. Consider for instance: “In Patrick O’Brian’s first novel, Jack Aubrey was
a post captain, in his new novel, he is a commodore, in the next novel he will be an
admiral”.
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(24) According to this news report, there are/# were/# will be protests
in Amsterdam.

(25) According to this news report, masked men# rob/robbed/# will rob
the Regio Bank in Erp.

(26) According to this weather forecast, it # is/# was/will be extremely
dry.

The proposed semantic analyses can account for these observations. First, the
analysis of In predicts a preference for present tense in contensive statements.7

To see why let’s first consider tense use in other intensional operators such as
believe:

(27) Adeela believes that Sara was nervous.

Because this propositional attitude report reports on a current belief (i.e. the
attitude verb is in present tense), the tense use in the embedded clause tells us
whether Adeela believes Sara to be nervous before, during or after the time of
utterance of (27).8 In the above example: if (27) is uttered at t1 then (27) is true
i↵ in worlds compatible with what Adeela believes at t1, Sara was nervous at t1
(i.e. is nervous at some tx where tx < t1).

In, although also an intensional operator, functions somewhat di↵erently.
Whereas someone’s beliefs may change over time (e.g. Adeela might change her
mind about whether Sara is in fact nervous), the content of a story or medium
(e.g. the Harry Potter novels) consists in an abstract set of statements or system
of axioms that is timeless. The Harry Potter story today is not going to di↵er
from the Harry Potter story tomorrow; It is eternally the same abstract object.
Hence, although we report on what some agent’s beliefs are at some time in (27),
we do not report on what the Harry Potter novels are like at a certain point in
time in contensive statements. Reconsider the present tense version of (18):

(18) In the Harry Potter novels, there are wizards in England.

Even though (18) is uttered at a specific point in time t1, (18) does not mean
that in worlds compatible with the Harry Potter novels at t1, wizards are in
England at t1. Rather, (18) uttered at t1 is true i↵ in worlds compatible with
the Harry Potter novels at some tx, there are wizards in England at tx. Hence,
because it is true that there are wizards in England at a specific point on the
fictional timeline of the Harry Potter novels, (18) is true. Indeed, given this fact,
the past and future tense versions of (18) are also strictly true:

(28) In the Harry Potter novels, there were/ will be wizards in England.

7 See Zucchi [25] for an alternative possible world analysis of In that accounts for this
present tense preference.

8 Reports with past or future tense attitude verbs (e.g. ‘Adeela believed/will believe
that Sara is nervous’) pose additional complications since tense in these reports does
not necessarily switch the time of events as it does outside of these contexts (see
Abusch [1]; Ogihara & Sharvit [19]).
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It is true on some point in the timeline of the Harry Potter worlds that there were
wizards in England and similarly there is such a point where there will be wizards
in England. I suggest that the acceptability of all three tenses licenses a gnomic
or generic use of the present tense (see e.g. Carson [5]) that is similar to that
in scientific statements that express timeless truths (e.g. The fact that whales
are, were and will be mammals can be expressed as “Whales are mammals”).
The same reasoning applies to contensive statements with In that report on
fictions about past or future events (e.g. it is true at some point on the fictional
timeline of Star Wars that Luke destroys the Death Star) and hence these will
also display a preference for present tense.

Second, the proposed analysis of Acc accounts for tense use in contensive
statements with this operator. Contensive statements with Acc are analysed as
indirect speech reports (i.e. on what a medium ‘asserts’). Hence tense use in
such contensive statements mirrors that of indirect speech reports. If an indirect
speech report reports on a ‘current’ speech event (i.e. the speech verb is in present
tense), then the tense use in the embedded clause mirrors that of the reported
speech act. The reported speaker’s tense use in turn depends on whether the
time of the events described coincides, precedes or succeeds the utterance time
of her statement, i.e. whether she is telling us what things are, were or will be

like. Hence, tense use in indirect speech reports on current speech events shifts
depending on whether the time of the described events coincides, precedes or
succeeds the utterance time of the contensive statement. For instance, if Adeela
says “Sara will be nervous” at t1, a speech report at t1 will mirror her tense use:

(29) Adeela asserts that Sara will be nervous.

(29) uttered at t1 is true i↵ Adeela asserts at t1 that Sara will be nervous at t1
(i.e. is nervous at some tx such that tx > t1).9

A contensive statements with Acc is analysed as a report on what a medium
asserts. Hence it is a report on a current speech event.10 In other words, unlike
contensive statements with In, contensive statements with Acc are essentially
time bound; They report on what the medium asserts now. Likewise, tense use
in contensive statements with Acc shifts depending on whether the events de-
scribed by medium overlap, precede or succeed the utterance time of the con-
tensive statement. For example, since the Star Wars saga is about events that
supposedly took place a long time ago (in a galaxy far, far away), we report

9 I assume a simple analysis of “will” as a tense marker. (e.g. Kissine [14], Salkie
[21]). Under a modal analysis (Abusch [1]; Condoravdi [6]; Enç [8]) “will” still has
a temporal dimension and hence a modal analysis can also be incorporated into my
analysis.

10 A complication for this comparison to indirect speech reports is that whereas the
speech report about Adeela’s assertion mirrors her tense use, tense use in contensive
statements does not necessarily mirror the tense use in the medium itself. For in-
stance, although a science fiction novel may be written from the point of view of
the year 4020 and include the past tense statement “Mars was inhabited in 3020”,
it currently (in 2020) asserts that Mars will be inhabited in 3020.
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on its content using past tense, e.g. Star Wars asserts that Luke destroyed the
Death Star. Hence (22) displays a preference for past tense:

(22) According to the Star Wars saga, Luke destroyed the Death Star.

(22) uttered at t1 is true i↵ Star Wars asserts at t1 that Luke destroyed the
Death Star at t1 (i.e. destroys the Death Star at some tx such that tx < t1).
Likewise, since a medium like the news report on protests in Amsterdam in (24)
reports on events that currently take place and the Star Trek series is (amongst
other things) about events that supposedly will take place in the future, we
report on the content of these media using respectively present and future tense.

4 Conclusions and further research

In this paper I have argued that the In and Acc operators require separate
semantic analyses to account for three linguistic observations. These concern
preferences for using In for contensive statements about fiction and Acc for non-
fiction; the unacceptability of using Acc to report on implicit content (whereas
In is fine for implicit and explicit content); and preferences for present tense
in contensive statements with In and tense use in contensive statements with
Acc depending on whether the events described by medium overlap, precede or
succeed the utterance time of the contensive statement.

I have proposed to adopt the Lewisian possible world analysis of parafictional
statements for contensive statements with In. Roughly: ‘In s, �’ is true i↵ in the
worlds compatible with s, �. I have proposed to analyse contensive statements
with Acc as indirect speech reports. Roughly: ‘Acc s, �’ is true i↵ s asserts
that �. Lastly, I have explained how the proposed analyses account for the three
described linguistic observations.

A potential direction of future research is to see whether the three linguistic
observations described in this paper can be experimentally confirmed. Moreover,
it is an open question to what extent the observations generalize to other lan-
guages. Another potential direction of future research is to relate this discussion
to the literature on ‘export’ of fictional truth, i.e. learning truths (empirical facts
such as ‘Nassau is the capital of the Bahamas’ or general truths such as ‘love
conquers all’) about the actual world from fiction. A possible explanation of ex-
port (e.g. Currie [7], Carćıa-Carpintero [12]) is that these truths are (indirectly)
asserted in the fictional narrative. This analysis suggests an increase in accept-
ability of Acc in contensive statements that report on fictional truth viable for
export (e.g. ‘According to the Harry Potter novels, love conquers all’).
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